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ABSTRACT: The roaming mechanism in the reaction H + MgH →Mg + HH is
investigated by classical and quantum dynamics employing an accurate ab initio three-
dimensional ground electronic state potential energy surface. The reaction dynamics
are explored by running trajectories initialized on a four-dimensional dividing surface
anchored on three-dimensional normally hyperbolic invariant manifold associated with
a family of unstable orbiting periodic orbits in the entrance channel of the reaction (H
+ MgH). By locating periodic orbits localized in the HMgH well or involving H
orbiting around the MgH diatom, and following their continuation with the total
energy, regions in phase space where reactive or nonreactive trajectories may be
trapped are found. In this way roaming reaction pathways are deduced in phase space.
Patterns similar to periodic orbits projected into conﬁguration space are found for the
quantum bound and resonance eigenstates. Roaming is attributed to the capture of the trajectories in the neighborhood of certain
periodic orbits. The complex forming trajectories in the HMgH well can either return to the radical channel or “roam” to the
MgHH minimum from where the molecule may react.
1. INTRODUCTION
Reactions having product energy distributions that cannot be
correlated in standard fashion with the most prominent features
of the potential energy surface (PES) landscape are naturally of
great interest. This is the case for the roaming mechanism1−5
demonstrated almost a decade ago in studies of formaldehyde
photodissociation, H2CO→ H2 + CO. Quasiclassical trajectory
calculations6 revealed a pathway in which formaldehyde ﬁrst
attempts unsuccessful, “frustrated”, dissociation to radical
products, H′ + HCO, with the hydrogen atom (H′) making
long-range excursions before turning back to react and form
vibrationally excited hydrogen molecules.7
Following the pioneering work on formaldehyde, several
other molecules have been studied and found to exhibit
roaming mechanisms in reactions involving direct dissociation,
intermediate isomerization,3 or even multiple PESs.8
We have recently analyzed the roaming phenomenon in
ion−molecule reactions, a class of systems characterized by
long-range charge/induced-dipole interactions.9,10 A useful
model for such systems is the Chesnavich potential.11 By
investigating the dynamics of this system in its appropriate
setting,12,13 phase space, we elucidated the roaming phenom-
enon in the presence of well-deﬁned dividing surfaces (DS)
acting as transitions states (minimal ﬂux bottlenecks) and
examined related reaction pathways in phase space. We have
also studied the isomerization of ketene;14 this system provides
an example of the roaming phenomenon in types of reaction
other than those exhibiting radical product channels.15,16
The phase space methodology applied to ion−molecule and
ketene models has also been employed to elucidate roaming in
formaldehyde.17 Using a 2D model potential extracted from the
six-dimensional PES produced by Bowman and co-workers,18
we have answered the following question: Why do trajectories
roam rather than dissociate through the radical channel? We
demonstrated that phase space objects analogous to those
found in the ion−molecule model deﬁne the roaming region
and trap roaming trajectories in formaldehyde.
A recently studied molecule exhibiting roaming is magnesium
hydride,19−21 a promising storage medium for hydrogen
molecules and isoelectronic to formaldehyde.22,23 Li, Li, and
Guo,24 have carried out both quantum and classical trajectory
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calculations on an improved ab initio ground electronic state
PES19 to study the reactions
′ + → + ′H MgH Mg HH (reactive: direct and roaming)
(1)
′ + → ′ +H MgH H MgH
(nonreactive: direct and roaming) (2)
′ + → + ′H MgH H MgH (exchange) (3)
Several microscopic reaction channels were identiﬁed for the
three elementary reactions: namely, direct and roaming
abstraction (eq 1), a direct as well as a roaming nonreactive
channel (eq 2), and an exchange reaction (eq 3). It was found
that reaction 1 is dominated at low collision energies by the
direct abstraction channel, whereas the exchange reaction,
which involves a highly energetic intermediate complex,
[MgH2]*, plays almost no role at the collision energies studied.
As in the formaldehyde dissociation, the two dominant
channels (direct and roaming) produce similar highly excited
vibrational distributions for the H2 product. However, it should
be noted that the energetic complex is prepared here by
collision rather than photoabsorption.
In the case of formaldehyde, attempts had previously been
made to identify roaming trajectories1,6 as those trajectories in
which hydrogen undergoes large-amplitude motions in the
radical dissociation channel and which pass through a large
region of conﬁguration space near a so-called “roaming
transition state”.21,25 On the basis of their classical trajectory
studies, Li et al.24 concluded that it is diﬃcult to deﬁne such
trajectories unambiguously solely on the basis of their passage
near the geometry of the putative “roaming transition state” and
so deﬁned roaming trajectories as those reactive trajectories in
which the H−H′ distance extends beyond 8.5 a0 after the ﬁrst
turning point in the R coordinate. Such a criterion is similar to
that used by Christoﬀel and Bowman26 in identifying various
types of trajectories in the H′ + HCO reaction. Such criteria for
roaming are not unique and, being based solely in conﬁguration
space, do not necessarily have a sound basis in dynamics.
Li et al.24 have argued that for a rotationless MgH2,
“roaming” is quantum mechanically associated with a large-
amplitude vibrational progression that emerges below the
radical reaction threshold and continues into the continuum
leading to “roaming resonances”.
In the present article we further investigate the mechanism of
roaming dynamics for reaction 1 by seeking the invariant phase
space objects that cause roaming. The remainder of the article
is organized as follows: section 2 brieﬂy describes the PES and
the numerical methods employed. In section 3 both quantum
and classical aspects of the dynamics of reactions 1−3 are
examined, while in section 4 we discuss the implications of our
work in understanding the roaming eﬀect and its generalization
in reaction dynamics. Section 5 concludes.
2. METHODS
2.1. Ab Initio Potential Energy Surface. An ab initio
global PES ﬁtted by 3D spline interpolation27 has been
constructed for the ground electronic state (11A′) of MgH2.
Initially, Li et al.19 carried out calculations using the internally
contracted multireference conﬁguration interaction method
with Davidson correction (icMRCI+Q) and with the cc-pVnZ
(n = 3, 4, and 5) basis sets extrapolated to the complete basis
set limit. This electronic state correlates with both the Mg(1S0)
+ H2 and MgH(X
2Σ+) + H′ asymptotes, thus facilitating the
study of reactions 1, 2, and 3 up to bond length distances of 9
a0. Recent calculations
24 have extended the validity of this PES
to longer distances (up to 15 a0) and have provided a total of
5406 ab initio points.
The conﬁguration space is described by the Jacobi coordinate
system most appropriate for the radical channel: R, the distance
between the center of mass of MgH and hydrogen atom H′, r,
the bond length of the diatom MgH, and θ, the angle between
the two distances; θ = π is the H′MgH and θ = 0 the MgHH′.
The calculations have been performed in atomic units (me = e =
ℏ = 1), and angles are in radians and degrees. Energies are
mainly expressed in hartrees, but other units such as kcal/mol
and wavenumber are also used.
2.2. Periodic Orbit Calculations. A powerful method to
explore the phase space structure of a nonlinear dynamical
system for extended ranges of energy (or other system
parameters) involves the study of periodic orbits and their
continuation as energy or other parameters vary. Periodic orbits
have been located with the program POMULT,28 and ﬁrst and
second derivatives of the potential needed in the multiple
shooting method have been computed by the program
AUTODERIV29 in Jacobi coordinates. The Hamiltonian
employed is that of a triatomic molecule in Jacobi coordinates
with zero total angular momentum,
θ
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where pr, pR, and pθ are momenta canonically conjugate to
coordinates r, R, and θ, respectively, and μR and μr are
associated reduced masses.
Principal families of PO emanate from equilibrium points,
both stable and unstable, and their existence has been proved
by Weinstein30 and Moser.31 At critical values of the energy,
bifurcations take place and new families are born. Continu-
ation/bifurcation diagrams are obtained by plotting PO
frequency versus energy.
2.3. Quantum Dynamical Calculations. The Schrödinger
equation was solved by discretizing the wave function in a
mixed representation consisting of a direct product discrete
variable representation (DVR)32,33 for the two radial degrees of
freedom and a ﬁnite basis representation (FBR) for the angular
degree of freedom. The propagation was initiated with a wave
packet located at R = 6.0 a0.
The Chebyshev autocorrelation function was computed, and
the energy dependent wave functions for both bound and
resonance states were reconstructed using the following
equation34,35
∑ψ δ ψ= −
=
E k E( ) (2 ) cos[ arccos( )]
k
K
k k
0
0
(5)
based on the order/angle representation of the Chebyshev
operator. E is the total energy and δk0 the Kronecker delta
function. Here, ψk is the kth order Chebyshev wave packet,
deﬁned as follows:
ψ ψ ψ= ̂ −− −H2k k k1 2 (6)
with ψ1 = 2Ĥψ0 and Ĥ as the normalized Hamiltonian.
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The quantum spectrum is obtained directly from a Fourier
transform of a truncated Chebyshev correlation function.
2.4. Sampling the Orbiting Transition State. The phase
space approach to transition state theory (TST)36 of chemical
reactions involving polyatomic molecules requires the objects,
namely, normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds (NHIM),37 for
the construction of dividing surfaces that locally minimize the
reaction ﬂux.12
In our previous studies,9,10,17 which involve barrierless
dissociation (association) channels on the PES, we have
shown the existence of a loose transition state in the exit
(entrance) channel associated with the centrifugal barrier.38 For
two degrees of freedom (DoF) systems, the NHIM is an
unstable orbiting periodic orbit that supports a dividing surface,
i.e., the outer (“loose”) transition state, that separates the
dissociation products from the interacting complex. The
dividing surface is 2D, and every dissociating (associating)
trajectory must cross it. In these studies we have described in
detail how to sample this surface at constant energy in order to
assign initial conditions to trajectories.
The theory has recently been extended39 to the case of a
diatomic molecule weakly coupled to an atom. The NHIM in
this case is made up of a one-parameter family of 2D tori, where
the parameter of this family determines the distribution of
energy between the two DoF subsystem (R, θ), which describes
the motion of the atom at large R distances (R/r ≫ 1) and the
elliptic diatomic oscillator (r). In other words, it has been
shown that each of the 2D tori composing the NHIM is the
product of two periodic orbits, that of the unstable orbiting PO
at the entrance channel of the atom−diatom system with the
PO of the diatomic oscillator. Anchored to this NHIM are
dividing surfaces that are transversely crossed by the reactive
trajectories. Details of how to sample such a DS are given in ref
39, and here we apply the method in the H′ + MgH collisions.
The selected trajectories are integrated in time, and they are
terminated when some reaction criteria are satisﬁed; in the case
of MgH2 we examine the interatomic distances to discern
among various reactive events. The total integration times are
analyzed by producing gap time distributions.10,40 The
deﬁnitions used to compute gap times are discussed in
Appendix A.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Potential Energy Surface and Equilibria. The
potential is examined as a function of the three Jacobi
coordinates (r, R, θ). Contour plots of the PES in the (R, θ)
plane and for r = 3.28 a0 are shown in Figure 1a. Five stationary
points of the potential can be identiﬁed in this ﬁgure. The
absolute minimum, H′MgH, is located at θ = π, R = 3.36 a0,
and r = 3.23 a0, whereas a metastable minimum at θ = 0,
MgHH′, can also be seen. The saddle between these two
minima at R = 3.37 a0, r = 3.45 a0, and θ = 0.962 rad is of index-
141 and lies 0.1121 hartree above the absolute minimum
(H′MgH).
Along the conventional minimum energy path (MEP)
starting at angle θ = π, the hydrogen atom H′ approaches
MgH with θ ≈ π and then passes over to the MgHH′ minimum
at θ = 0 by overcoming the saddle (tS) at θ = 0.962 rad to give
products Mg + H2. This saddle is of C2v symmetry and is
associated with the conventional transition state for reaction 1.
Another abstraction pathway on the PES has H′ approaching
MgH along θ ≈ 0 (see also Figure 1 in ref 24).
In Figure 1b we plot contours of the PES in the (R, r) plane
and for θ = 0.962 rad. In this projection the tS saddle (index-1)
appears as a minimum with the unstable direction predom-
inantly in bend. In the same ﬁgure we ﬁnd minima in the
entrance and exit channels, which are in fact two symmetry-
related index-1 saddles with the unstable direction also
predominantly in the bend. The saddle is located at θ =
1.013 rad, R = 8.24 a0, r = 3.29 a0 and with energy 0.1166
hartree above H′MgH. In Figure 1a it is denoted as rS and is
shown with a red dot. It is just 0.05 kcal/mol below the
dissociation threshold to radical products (0.1168 hartree above
the absolute minimum).
Between the two index-1 saddles, tS and rS, there is an index-
2 saddle at 0.1194 hartree above the H′MgH minimum (1.7
kcal/mol above the threshold to radical channel) with geometry
R = 4.25 a0, r = 3.35 a0, and θ = 1.001 rad.
Guo and co-workers24 as well as Harding et al.21 have
attributed roaming to the presence of the rS saddle. As we shall
see, in our analysis the roaming region is deﬁned by other phase
space structures in the entrance channel.
3.2. Quantum Mechanical Spectrum and Resonances.
The Schrödinger equation has been solved by propagating an
initial Gaussian wave packet centered at R = 6.0 a0, inside the
Figure 1. (a) Potential energy contours and periodic orbits originated
from center−center−saddle bifurcations (in brief center−saddle), and
projected in the (R, θ) plane are shown. Except those PO that appear
above the saddle rS, marked by the red point at about R = 8 a0, such as
the orbiting transition state (OTS) (blue line) located at R = 13.5 a0
and the orbiting periodic orbit (red) that passes close to the rS, all the
other PO span an energy range from below to above the threshold to
radical products, which lies 73.26 kcal/mol (0.1168 hartree) above the
H′MgH absolute minimum. (b) Potential energy contours and
periodic orbits of Lyapunov families emanated from the two saddles
index-1, tS and rS, projected in the (R, r) plane. For both saddles the
unstable direction is predominantly along θ. Contours are in kcal/mol
(right axis).
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H′MgH well. Both bound and resonance states near the radical
channel threshold have been extracted and some of their wave
functions plotted. Figure 2 shows the quantum spectrum, where
the intensity is plotted as a function of the energy relative to the
asymptotic potential. A rather regular pattern is revealed for
energies below the reaction threshold with energy intervals
between successive lines decreasing. The spectrum appears less
regular close to the dissociation limit, but above this limit we
can clearly see three broad peaks separated by approximately
0.3 kcal/mol at 0.21, 0.53, and 0.83 kcal/mol collision energy.
The red arrows mark those bound and resonance states
whose wave functions are projected in the (R, θ) plane in
Figure 3. In these plots we depict contours of the amplitude of
the eigenfunction.
A smooth transition of the bound vibrational states into the
continuum is evident. In particular, we note the presence of
excitations along both R and θ coordinates in all wave functions
except one, the state with energy −0.02 kcal/mol below the
dissociation threshold and above the saddle rS, which has a very
simple nodal pattern. The nodal patterns for the other bound
wave functions appear regular, and we can clearly distinguish
two parts of the wave function: one localized in the H′MgH
minimum, with the other consisting of a branch pointing
toward the rS saddle. However, states like −0.09 and +0.05
forming an arc around θ = π are observed.
Similarly, the resonance wave functions above dissociation
have two parts; the ﬁrst remains localized inside the H′MgH
well in the same way as for the bound states (but less regular),
while the other branch is now extended in conﬁguration space
beyond the saddle rS. The state at energy of +0.53 kcal/mol has
amplitude spread in the [0, π] domain of the angle θ. Notice
that the wave functions are plotted in the angle interval 0 ≤ θ ≤
π, exploiting the symmetry of the system, whereas the PO in
Figure 1 is in the range of 2π.
3.3. Periodic Orbit Analysis and Phase Space
Structures. A systematic exploration of the periodic orbit
continuation/bifurcation diagram requires ﬁrst the location of
the principal families of PO emerging from the equilibria of the
dynamical system and then their continuation with the
energy.13 Here, we study PO at energies of interest below
and above the dissociation channel to radical products of MgH2
relevant to roaming mechanism that we want to investigate.
Simple (in the projection of the (R, θ) plane) families of PO
for MgH2 are shown in Figure 1a. The bands represent several
PO of each family spanning a range of energies from below to
above the dissociation threshold of MgH2. The magenta band
consists of periodic orbits inside the H′MgH well connecting
the two symmetry-related saddles tS. The short red lines at the
angle of approximately 1 rad are Lyapunov unstable periodic
orbits which emanate from the tS. Two such families exist and
are more clearly shown in Figure 1b as red lines representing
the symmetric and antisymmetric stretch vibrational modes
expected for the C2v symmetry saddle tS.
Similarly, the red spot at about R = 8 a0 corresponds to the
saddle rS. In Figure 1b the Lyapunov type unstable periodic
orbits appear as orthogonal lines, indicating the decoupling of
the R and r modes at this region of conﬁguration space. The
blue line in Figure 1a depicts PO that appear just above the rS
saddle and below the dissociation threshold, whereas the red
Figure 2. Quantum mechanical spectrum in an energy interval that
spans bound and resonance eigenstates of H′MgH. The red arrows
assign those eigenstates whose wave functions are plotted in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Plots of wave functions for bound with negative energies in kcal/mol and resonance with positive energies eigenstates. The wave functions
correspond to the eigenstates marked by the red arrows in the quantum spectrum (Figure 2). Distances are in au and angles in degrees.
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line depicts rotating periodic orbits, i.e. the angle θ covers the
range of [0, 2π].
At R = 13.5 a0 the blue line is a rotating periodic orbit that
deﬁnes the orbiting transition state (OTS)38 and corresponds
to a relative equilibrium with energy 0.5 kcal/mol above the
dissociation threshold. We must emphasize that a family of such
rotating periodic orbits exists and a diﬀerent PO must be
deﬁned according to the partition of the energy between the
2D (R, θ) subsystem and the decoupled MgH oscillator r.39 In
this work we examine the dynamics of the system by initializing
the trajectories with the MgH diatom at its equilibrium bond
length.
The thick green band in Figure 1a consists of periodic obits
emanating from a center-saddle bifurcation below the
dissociation energy and continuing above. Figure 4 depicts
the continuation/bifurcation diagram of this family of periodic
orbits (green) in the energy−frequency projection plane.
Notice the abrupt change of frequency, about 20 cm−1, in a
short energy interval, indicating high anharmonicity. This is
typical for the periodic orbits we have found in the energy
region close and above the saddle rS. Finally, the violet band
consists of PO located in the MgHH′ well.
Figure 5 depicts four diﬀerent type of periodic orbits born
inside the H′MgH well and extending above the dissociation
threshold. As in Figure 1a, the bands comprise several PO. The
asymmetric PO (Figure 5c, Figure 5d) have a lobe extended
toward the rS. The symmetric PO in Figure 5a are localized in
the well, whereas PO in Figure 5b have a branch that extends
up to R = 10 a0 and along the θ = π reaction pathway. All of
these type of periodic orbits are associated with high order
resonances among the three degrees of freedom; their shapes
are reﬂected in the patterns of the wave functions shown in
Figure 3.
Simple semiclassical arguments correlate the PO frequencies
with the energy gap between successive quantum energy levels
(ΔE = h/TPO, where TPO is the period), and indeed this
relation holds for the green and red periodic orbits shown in
Figure 1a. The energy gap of 0.3 kcal/mol seen in the quantum
spectrum above dissociation corresponds to approximately 0.3
ps, and this is in the range of periods found for some periodic
orbits shown in Figures 1 and 5.
3.4. Classical Trajectory Simulations. In the previous
subsections we have studied stationary states in classical and
quantum mechanics of magnesium hydride by plotting periodic
orbits and eigenfunctions, respectively, and have found a
qualitative agreement. While periodic orbits describe the local
behavior of nearby trajectories, often in experiments broad
regions of phase space are accessible, such as in studied
bimolecular collisions. In simulations of such reactions, initial
conditions for trajectories, which correspond to initial states of
the two colliding species, must be sampled. This requires
sampling of the proper dynamically deﬁned dividing surfaces,12
which are found by locating NHIM.37
To perform a classical trajectory simulation for H′ colliding
with MgH, we sample initial conditions on the OTS at constant
energy, as is described in detail by Mauguiere et al.39
Propagating “incoming” trajectories, we ﬁnd that three possible
reactive outcomes, eqs 1, 2, and 3, may occur. We use colors to
distinguish these outcomes: red for reactive trajectories (eq 1),
blue for nonreactive trajectories (eq 2), and green for exchange
reactions (eq 3). Trajectories that have not reacted within a
prespeciﬁed maximum integration time (1 ps) are terminated
(black squares).
In Figure 6a, we plot the initial conditions of the sampled
trajectories on the OTS in the (θ0, pθ0) plane. This plot reveals
alternating bands of diﬀerent trajectory types on the DS as has
been found before (see, for example, refs 9, 10, and 40). The
arrangement of bands can be very complicated (fractal).40 In
Figure 6b we plot gap times10,40 versus θ0 for initial conditions
on the OTS at ﬁxed pθ0 = 0. The plot demonstrates the fractal
nature at the border of bands associated with diﬀerent
trajectory types and indicates that gap times diverge at the
boundary between bands associated with two diﬀerent
trajectory types. Inﬁnite gap times correspond to trajectory
initial conditions that are on the stable invariant manifolds of
stationary objects such as hyperbolic tori.
In Figures 7−9 trajectories from the three characteristic
classes of Figure 6 are plotted in the (R, θ) plane. Figure 7 and
Figure 9 cover the range of θ0 [0, 1] rad and (1.6, 2.14] rad,
respectively. Trajectories in the interval (1, 1.6] rad are plotted
in Figure 8. In the Figures 7 and 8 all types of trajectories are
recorded: direct and roaming reactions (red), nonreactive ones
(blue), and a few green that correspond to the hydrogen
exchange reaction. In these calculations direct reactive
trajectories are found to be those with the hydrogen atom
approaching MgH along the θ ≈ 0 rad pathway. Roaming
trajectories are those for which the H atom approaches the
H′MgH well and does not pass over the tS saddle but, instead,
returns to the radical channel and rotates around MgH before
abstracting the other hydrogen atom to form Mg + H2. Only a
few trajectories were found to pass over the tS to form an
energetic complex. In the angle domain (1.6, 2.14] rad (Figure
9) we ﬁnd that trajectories follow a speciﬁc roaming reaction
path to pass from the H′MgH well to the MgHH′ well
resembling that of the green and red periodic orbits in Figure
1a. Initial conditions from the range of (2.14, π] lead exclusively
to nonreactive trajectories.
4. DISCUSSION
By systematically sampling39 the OTS in the entrance of the
radical product channel, we have recorded reactive (eq 1),
nonreactive (eq 2), and exchange (eq 3) trajectories. However,
as shown by their projections in the (R, θ) plane in Figures
7−9, qualitatively diﬀerent types of trajectories may lead to the
same reactive or nonreactive event. This implies that diﬀerent
reaction paths are followed. Indeed, in the direct abstraction
reaction, hydrogen approaches the other hydrogen along the
Figure 4. Continuation/bifurcation diagram projected in the energy−
frequency plane for the green family of periodic orbits shown in Figure
1a.
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range of the small angles, θ ∈ [0, 1] rad, as can be seen in
Figure 7, whereas roaming reactive trajectories are most likely
in the range of angles (1.0, 2.14] rad (Figures 8, 9). In these
trajectories, the hydrogen atom preferentially bounces back to
the radical channel, rotates partially or completely around
MgH, and then reacts. This is the “roaming mechanism” as has
been identiﬁed in formaldehyde.3,17
On the other hand, we have found a few trajectories (green)
that can surmount the barrier associated with the tS saddle (see
Figure 1a). This barrier lies 2.9 kcal/mol below the dissociation
threshold to radical products, and thus, the molecule has
enough energy to follow the conventional reaction path, which
nevertheless is avoided. This result is in accord with what Guo
and co-workers24 have found in their six-dimensional classical
trajectories studies. The low rate of the exchange reaction
Figure 5. Periodic orbits originated from center−saddle bifurcations representing high order resonances. Except the upper-left ones, located for
energies below the threshold to radical products, all the others span an energy range from below to above the threshold to radical products.
Figure 6. (a) Distribution of the diﬀerent type of trajectories on the OTS at collision energy of E = 0.5 kcal/mol. (b) Gap times for trajectories
sampled from the OTS dividing surface and at pθ0 = 0. Red signs denote reactive trajectories, blue nonreactive, green the exchange reactions, and
black the terminated trajectories after integrating for 1 ps.
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reveals ineﬃciency in energy transfer among the r vibrational
mode and the other DoF and, thus, nonstatistical behavior of
MgH2.
We observe that conﬁguration space plots of the trapped
trajectories closely match those of the resonant PO shown in
Figures 1 and 5. Representative trajectories are depicted in
Figure 10. Panels a, e, f depict terminated trajectories after
reaching the maximum integration time. Panels b, c, and d show
nonreactive trajectories, and panels g, h, i, j depict reactive
trajectories. Finally, panels k and l show an exchange reactive
trajectory.
The PO are located in distinct regions of phase space, and
they can trap trajectories in their vicinity. We demonstrate this
trapping by constructing Poincare ́ surfaces of section (PSS). In
Figure 11a and Figure 11b we plot projections of PSS for
bound trajectories sampled close to the saddle rS and to the
green periodic orbits shown in Figure 1a. The projected points
are found to lie in bands, indicating nonergodic behavior of the
trajectories. Thus, the void in the center of Figure 11a shows
that energy does not ﬂow to the r mode, which explains the low
rate of overcoming the tS saddle.
In support of this conclusion in Figure 12 we show the
projection in the (R, r) plane of two periodic orbits of blue and
green type depicted in Figure 1a. Although the MgH bond
length (r) varies at small R values, not enough energy is
transferred into the r mode to overcome the tS barrier.
In previous work9,10,14,17 we have described roaming as a
dynamical eﬀect in which the molecule explores alternative
reaction pathways in phase space through trapping of
trajectories in a certain domain of phase space marked by
resonant periodic orbits. It turns out that a similar scenario
exists for magnesium hydride with the orbiting transition state
in the radical channel being the entrance “portal”. Nevertheless,
for magnesium hydride we ﬁnd that several diﬀerent resonant
conditions are involved in the mechanism of energy transfer
from the radial (R) to the angular DoF. The important
outcome of the present work is that by systematically sampling
trajectory initial conditions on the OTS, we are able to unveil
the structure of phase space.
The correspondence between periodic orbits and quantum
mechanical eigenfunctions has been extensively demonstra-
ted.42 The same is found for MgH2. The computed
eigenfunctions20,24 show localization with a gradual extension
of the amplitude into the radical channel as energy increases
and even above the dissociation threshold, giving rise to
“roaming resonances”.24
5. CONCLUSIONS
The mechanisms of the H′ + MgH ↔ [MgH2]*↔ Mg + HH′
reaction have been investigated by examining classical
trajectories. A 4D phase space dividing surface that separates
the radical reactants from the complex [MgH2]* can be
rigorously deﬁned and partially sampled in order to run
trajectories that result in all possible reactive or nonreactive
Figure 7. Trajectories sampled from the OTS in the range of θ0 of [0−
1] rad are plotted in the plane (R, θ). Red areas are for reactive
trajectories, blue for nonreactive, and green for exchange reaction.
Figure 8. Trajectories sampled from the OTS in the range of angles
(1−1.6] rad. Red areas are for reactive trajectories, blue for
nonreactive, and green for exchange reaction.
Figure 9. Trajectories sampled from the OTS in the range of angles
(1.6−2.14] rad. Red areas are for reactive trajectories.
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events.39 The classiﬁcation of the trajectories into diﬀerent
reactive events demonstrates a nonstatistical dynamical
behavior of the highly energetic MgH2. The same conclusion
is drawn by locating families of periodic orbits, which serve to
label the regions in phase space where the three internal
degrees of freedom are in resonance. The quantum mechanical
spectrum and eigenfunctions at energies close to the threshold
to radical products also demonstrate regular behavior and
Figure 10. Representative trajectories sampled on the OTS. For the 3D representations the vertical axis depicts the angle θ. Red areas are for reactive
trajectories, blue for nonreactive, green for an exchange reaction, and black for terminated trajectories after integrating up to 1 ps.
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localization of wave functions in correspondence with the phase
space objects such as periodic orbits.
In agreement with previous studies9,10,14,17 the roaming
mechanism is attributed to the trapping of trajectories in
speciﬁc regions of phase space marked by PO, where energy
can be transferred from R to θ, thus enabling trajectories to
“roam”. However, for MgH2 there is no a single roaming
pathway but rather several diﬀerent pathways by which
trajectories explore phase space. It has been demonstrated
that the sampled dividing surface (OTS) acts as a “lens” to
unveil phase space structures and possible reaction pathways.
In the present article we have explored the phase space of
MgH2 by locating a number of PO. However, signiﬁcant
questions remain to be explored. For example, what is the
mechanism of isomerization H′MgH↔ MgHH′? What are the
roles of the red rotating PO for isomerizing by roaming and of
the magenta PO of Figure 1a for following the conventional
reaction pathway? These will be the subject of future work.
■ APPENDIX A: GAP TIME DEFINITIONS
In this appendix we give the deﬁnitions needed to compute gap
time distributions10,40 for trajectories initiated on the OTS.
Trajectories are stopped when they meet the following
criteria corresponding to the three reactions.
Reaction 1: R > Rthres and r > 8 a0.
Reaction 2: R > Rthres and r < 8 a0.
Reaction 3: R < 8 a0 and r > Rthres.
The threshold value of the coordinate R is taken to be Rthres =
14.5 a0.
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